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Checking Him Out

What might have been...Cute librarian Tim finds himself long overdue for a boyfriend. He hasn't
even had a date in almost a year. Which explains why he can't keep his eyes off the handsome
construction worker renovating the library!Sporting bulging biceps and tight jeans, macho Karl
seems as straight as the steel beams he carries by the circulation desk. Still, the blue collar stud's
killer smile melts the librarian's heart.A dÃ©jÃ vu moment leads the two young men to discover the
past has a way of catching up with you. Will fate, and their own choices, deny them the chance to
find out what might have been?Checking Him Out is a short, standalone gay romance with explicit
scenes and an HEA ending.
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Filled with playful and flirty banter, this was such a fun read that I found myself blinking at my tablet
when I was done, surprised that any time had passed at all. The sparks between Tim and Karl are
almost snuffed before they get a chance to ignite when Tim recognizes Karl from an incident years
earlier, and I loved the gestures Karl made to prove how far heâ€™s come in the years that have
passed. I found myself snickering at Karlâ€™s bluntness, heâ€™s a little rough around the edges,

but thatâ€™s exactly why I thought he was such a great balance for Timâ€™s slightly more reserved
manner. This is a feel-good book that was a great way to decompress after a long day when I was
looking for something quick, sexy and light-weight.Please note that I received a complimentary copy
of this book in exchange for my honest review.

This is a wonderful, sweet, and easy tale about Tim, a librarian, and Karl, a construction worker. I
loved how the two men fit together like two halves of the same whole, and the snarky banter
between them from the very beginning. If you want a quick read that leaves you saying awww, then
this is the perfect story for you.ARC given for an honest review.

What a cute story ! It has some of my favorite elements...a library, books and two hot guys !I love
Tim and Karl's characters. I think the author did a great job of balancing the construction worker with
the librarian. It was a quick read, had to pack a lot into a few pages but did this well. Can't wait to
see what Devyn has for us next !!I received a free copy of this work in exchange for an honest
review.

Devyn Morgan has done it Again. Writeing as super cute story where u cant help Fall in love with
the main caraters. But if u Think its only sweet ur Are so Wrong it funny and super hot too. I Can
truely recomend this book. As an ARC reader i resived this book for free in return for an hounest
review hugs toniðŸŒ¹

Checking Him Out by Devyn Morgan. I liked Checking Him Out. I was really excited to read
Checking Him Out after reading the synopsis about this book cause who doesnâ€™t love a cute
librarian and a hot construction worker. The part that I really didnâ€™t care for was that the
construction worker was somebody that had made fun of the librarian back in college when he was
short and fat. And it completely ruined the crush that he had developed after helping the student to
locate a book in the library. I did like how he apologized and brought in his other friend that had
been there also to apologize. The chemistry between Tim and Owen/Karl is hot and steamy and
worth reading the book for. I loved all of the cheeky comments. They made me laugh. Overall,
Checking Him Out is a cute, funny book. I received this free book in exchange for an honest review.

I love stories about librarians and this was really a cute and humorous story. Karl is a construction
worker at the library where Tim works. Karl is a hunk and Tim is a twink from the sounds of it. There

journey to love is such a pleasant read. I know others will really enjoy this story. It's a quick read
with low angst and hot gay sex. Perfect to read to help recover from more intense stories. I was
given this story free in order to give an honest and unbiased review of it.

Tim works at the library and Karl is a construction worker. Karl asks Tim out but Tim quickly realized
he knows Karl from back in HS! Karl doesn't remember Tim and when he does he wants to make
amends. So they talk and it goes from there. WILL Tim give Karl a chance?I loved this book so
much!! Please read!I was asked for an honest review and did receive a copy.

Really sweet second chance love story. I read this in one sitting, it was really entertaining. I would
definitely recommend it if you're looking for a fun, quick read with some heat. The chemistry
between Karl and Tim was great, and I loved their banter. I received a free copy in exchange for an
honest review.
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